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JOINT STANDING COMMISSION ON THE CORRUPTION AND CRIME COMMISSION 

Twenty-seventh Report — “Discontinuance of contempt proceedings against members of the  
Coffin Cheaters Motorcycle Club” — Tabling 

HON NICK GOIRAN (South Metropolitan) [10.09 am]: I am directed to present the twenty-seventh report of 
the Joint Standing Committee on the Corruption and Crime Commission in relation to discontinuance of 
contempt proceedings against members of the Coffin Cheaters Motorcycle Club. 

[See paper 4611.]  

Hon NICK GOIRAN: Members will recall in October 2010 a violent altercation between spectators at the Perth 
Motorplex in Kwinana. The fight saw a number of people injured, including stab wounds, serious head trauma 
and gunshot wounds, and it later emerged that some of the persons hospitalised were members of the Finks and 
Coffin Cheaters motorcycle clubs. In response, WA Police launched Operation Tri-Star. As part of the 
investigation, Commissioner of Police O’Callaghan made an application to then Corruption and Crime 
Commissioner Roberts-Smith, to employ some of the CCC’s exceptional powers in aid of the investigation, and 
a number of organised crime examinations were convened one month later. 

It later became apparent that the witnesses at these examinations were uncooperative and were cited with being 
in contempt of the CCC. Ultimately, five members of the Finks were sentenced by Chief Justice Martin to at 
least two years’ imprisonment. Two members of the Coffin Cheaters were also charged with contempt, yet 
whereas the five Finks simply refused to be sworn in and/or answer questions, the two Coffin Cheaters did 
provide responses, however were adjudged by the CCC commissioner as having constructively refused to 
provide answers. One of the accused stated that he could not remember the fight taking place; the other, when 
shown a photograph of the fight and asked whether or not it depicted a fight, suggested that the persons involved 
might have been dancing. These two men pleaded not guilty to the contempt charges. On 6 April 2011 the CCC 
moved a motion of discontinuance and the charges were dropped. It was reported that the motion arose after the 
defence lawyers had sought CCTV footage and photographs of the fight, and the CCC refused for operational 
reasons. 

Within a month the committee convened closed hearings with Acting Commissioner Herron and Parliamentary 
Inspector Steytler. We learnt that the real reason the CCC had the charges dropped was that the charges had no 
realistic prospect of success. It is clear this was due to a number of failings on the part of both the WA Police 
and the CCC in the organised crime examinations and in the preparation of the contempt certificates. 

The committee prepared this report in order to correct misinformed reports as to why the charges were dropped, 
and to raise awareness as to how coercive hearings are enforced. The committee has refrained from tabling this 
report until now, as there was previously a concern that associated charges may have been the subject of a jury 
trial. This concern recently fell away. 

I commend the report to the house. 
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